Functional characterization of eukaryotic mRNA cap binding protein complex: effects on translation of capped and naturally uncapped RNAs.
We examined the effects of a eukaryotic mRNA cap binding protein (CBP) complex purified by cap analogue affinity chromatography [Edery, I., Humebelin, M., Darveau, A., Lee, K.A. W., Milburn, S., Hershey, J.W.B., Trachsel, H., & Sonenberg, N. (1983) J. Biol. Chem. 258, 11398 11403], on translation of several capped and naturally uncapped mRNAs in extracts prepared from poliovirus-infected or mock-infected HeLa cells. The CBP complex has activity that restores capped mRNA (globin, tobacco mosaic virus, and others) function in extracts from poliovirus-infected HeLa cells. Translation of two naturally uncapped RNAs (poliovirus and mengovirus RNAs), the translation of which is not restricted in extracts from poliovirus-infected cells, is also not stimulated by the CBP complex. Translation of several capped eukaryotic mRNAs (vesicular stomatitis virus, reovirus, and tobacco mosaic virus) in extracts from mock-infected cells is inhibited when the potassium ion concentration is increased. However, translation of capped AMV-4 RNA, which has negligible secondary structure at its 5' end, is resistant to this inhibition. Furthermore, the CBP complex reverses the high salt induced inhibition of translation of the former mRNAs. Since mRNA secondary structure is more stable at elevated salt concentrations, these data are consistent with a model in which the CBP complex has a role in melting mRNA secondary structure involving 5'-proximal sequences, to facilitate ribosome binding.